Abstract. In this paper, we attempted to find an effective method to resolve multi-satellite observation scheduling problems. Firstly, an acyclic directed graph model for multi-satellite observation scheduling was constructed. Secondly, based on the graph model, we presented a novel hybrid ant colony optimization mixed with the iteration local search algorithm (ACO-ILS) to produce high quality schedules. At last, extensive experimental simulations demonstrated that the proposed ACO-ILS algorithm is very efficient.
Introduction
Multi-satellite observation scheduling is to assign time-windows and satellite resources to observation tasks reasonably in order to achieve maximal profit, subjecting to various constraints. Because of the enormous number of tasks, limited satellite resources and complex constraints, multi-satellite observation scheduling problem is very complicated. Wang et al. [1] proposed a multi-objective EOS imaging scheduling method based on the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2. Bianchessi et al. [2] investigated the scheduling problem for a constellation of agile satellites. A Tabu search algorithm was devised to produce solutions, which were further evaluated by a column generation algorithm. Garbel et al. [3] constructed an acyclic directed graph model with consideration of time constraint of satellite's gesture adjust, and proposed a shortest path search algorithm based on label update. Lemaître et al. [4] investigated the scheduling method for agile earth observing satellites, finding that constraint programming was more flexible and local search could find better solutions. Mansour et al. [5] developed a genetic algorithm for solving the SPOT5 scheduling problem using a new genome representation for maximizing multi-criteria objective. Qiu et al. [6] proposed FFFS-DTMB and ADTPC-DTMB algorithms to solve the multi-satellite observation scheduling problem. This paper firstly constructed an acyclic directed graph model for multi-satellite observation scheduling problem. Then based on the graph model, we proposed a hybrid ant colony optimization mixed with iteration local search (ACO-ILS) to generate satisfactory schedules. At last, extensive experimental simulations evaluated the performance of the ACO-ILS algorithm.
Problem analysis
The observation satellite, circling the Earth, can observe targets around its ground track by tuning the slew angle of its sensor. → → → → → . Fig. 1 indicates that satellite scheduling amounts to reasonably arranging an observation sequence for each orbit of satellites to maximize the sum of priorities of scheduled tasks meanwhile satisfies complex constraints.
The time-window between each task and each orbit of a satellite can be calculated prior to scheduling, so different orbits of all satellites can be seen as the same kind of resource with certain observation capability. Therefore a multi-satellite and multi-orbits scheduling problem could be transformed into a multi-orbits scheduling problem. Let
be the collection of orbits, where | | O is the number of orbits. Let
be the set of tasks, where i t represents a task requiring observation and | | T denotes the number of tasks. Complex constraints, with respect to task requirements and resource capabilities, need to be satisfied in the scheduling process. The primary constraints considered in this paper include: (1) the consistence constraint: each task needs only one observation; (2) the time-window constraint: tasks can be executed only during a visible time-window; (3) the transition time constraint: there should remains enough time for satellites adjusting and stabilizing the sensor's pointing angel between consecutive observation tasks; (4) energy capacity constraint: energy available during an orbit is limited; (5) memory storage capacity constraint: memory storage available during an orbit is limited.
Acyclic Directed Graph Model
If a task possesses a time-window in orbit j o , we view this task as a candidate task of orbit j o . According to the possible observation orders among candidate tasks of each orbit, an acyclic directed graph can be constructed to model the satellite's observing process. As shown in Fig. 2 
Hybrid Ant Colony Optimization
According to the above graph model, scheduling satellites amounts to searching a high quality path from source vertex to sink vertex for each orbit. This process is naturally similar to the route optimization process of ants [7] . Therefore we present a hybrid ant colony optimization mixed with iteration local search (ACO-ILS) to solve the satellite observation scheduling problem. ACO 
B. Iteration Local Search
ACO is based on the stepwise construct of solution ingredients, while local search is based on the partial adjustment of a previous solution. Thereby, ACO and local search can supplement with each other. Namely, ACO can provide promising initial schedules for local search, which in turn can further optimize the schedules obtained by ants effectively. Let s be a schedule initially obtained by an ant, the procedure that ILS further optimizes s is described as below. 
where
is the fitness value of iteration-best schedule, ( ) G f s is the fitness value best-so-far schedule, and all p is sum of priorities of all tasks having at least one time-window. Formula (3) indicates that the algorithm will choose iteration-best schedule to update pheromones with probability 0 q and choose the best-so-far schedule to update pheromones with probability 0 1 q − . Pheromone evaporation operation should also be carried out according to (1 ) ik ik
denotes the evaporation coefficient. To prevent pheromone value from accumulating or evaporating too much, the pheromone is restrained within a value range [ min τ , max τ ].
Experimental Simulation
To evaluate the performance of ACO-ILS, multiple simulation cases had been designed. We randomly generated three groups of point targets in the area ranging 30~60 − in latitude and 0~150 in longitude. These groups included 200, 300 and 400 targets respectively. In addition, six satellites were selected from the satellite database of STK. Through combination between different satellites and different groups of point targets, 8 cases were designed for simulations. The scheduling time horizon was 24 hours. The priority of each task is uniformly distributed among [1, 10] . Time-windows and slew angels between tasks and orbits are computed by STK.
The parameters' values of ACO-ILS used in our tests are listed in table 1. Each case was computed for 20 times. The average computational results are shown in table 2. EN is the number of targets owing at least a time-window, P is the obtained average profit, t is the average number of completed tasks and T is the average running time.
From table 2, we find that ACO-ILS could deal with each case within desired time. And the computation time increases approximately linearly with the size of the scheduling problem increasing. As a result, ACO-ILS can be considered as an efficient method.
As known to all, genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated anneal algorithm (SA) have shown good performance in resolving combination optimization problems. Thus we also attempted to develop GA and SA to resolve the scheduling problem. Similarly, each case was computed for 20 times by GA and SA. The comparison on average computational results of these three algorithms was plotted in Fig. 3 , from which, we could observe that ACO-ILS is superior to both SA and GA. To test ILS's impact, ACO-ILS and traditional ACO without ILS had been compared in this paper. Figure 4 displayed how the global-best solution evolves with the running time when solving case 8 using ACO-ILS and ACO respectively. We could find that ACO-ILS has more powerful searching capability and can get a higher quality schedule.
Conclusions
The searching process of ACO-ILS is based on acyclic directed graph model, and uses iteration local search method to further improve solution initially obtained by ACO. Multiple cases simulation validated the well performance of ACO-ILS. Finally, through comparison and analysis of computation results, we found ACO-ILS outperform both GA and SA.
